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amount will help, though!) you will
help to sponsor sound, alarmistfree scientific work.

After months of painstaking freedom of information law requests the government of Ireland has finally come
clean and admitted that it has no scientific proof that the SARS-CoV-2 virus (COVID-19) exists. Which other
nations are going to be next and admit this pandemic was a scam?

“AS PART OF OUR LEGAL ACTION we had been demanding the evidence that this virus actually
exists [as well as] evidence that lockdowns actually have any impact on the spread of viruses;
that face-masks are safe, and do deter the spread of viruses – They don’t. No such studies
exist; that social distancing is based in science – It isn’t. it’s made up; that contact tracing has
any bearing on the spread of a virus – of course it doesn’t. This organisation here – is making
it up as they go along.” – Gemma O’Doherty
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Get Your Copy Today! (Amazon)

Originally streamed live from the office of Tony Holohan Chief Medical Officer of Ireland.
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WHO Deletes Naturally Acquired
Immunity from Its Website

The Covid-19 does exist. The Sars-Cov 2 does not. I think the disease (Covid19) is caused by some kind of

December 24, 2020

autoimmune disorder due to flu vaccination every year

Vaccine Death? Curious Case of
the Fainting Nurse December 23,
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Chris
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Pandemic Fraud in UK December
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If you’re right then there isn’t a corona virus so covid19 doesn’t exist. Sars2 is supposedly the
virus responsible for covid19.
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If you received this letter, please publish it. I cannot find it on your website.
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Covid is multiple medical conditions, usually chronic and people have had them for years. Covid19 does not
exist. Just like now they have used the seasonal Influenza to scam the people and used the media to do it.
Swine Flu effected 60 million just in America. Influenza affects the same number every year and is not
considered a pandemic. Covid19 name was compiled by a swap when viewed under a microscope sowed
dead cells of a different variety. They then discovered the person swapped for the flu also had high blood

Recent Comments

pressure and diabetes. They concluded that by PCR testing they could see dead cells in a persons saliva and
trace those back to chronic medical conditions. In the hopes of reverse technology find a cure for the

rickk on Irish Government

chronic condition. It was the Chinese Gov that decided with the help of the NWO, DS in America to name the

Admits: COVID-19 Does NOT

find Covid19 and use it to take over the entire world by collapsing the worlds economy. here is evidence of

Exist

all of this on many online sources. Covid is multiple medical conditions, 19 is the year they just decided to

Tend to agree with Josh -

name what they already new existed. The influenza flu is just that. A flu!

compelling commentary po…
Jerry Krause on Why Are
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Sdr

Hi Carl, Thank you very much
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for this information!…
Carl on Why Are Hospital

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32237278/

Workers So Afraid Of The

Above is a link to scientific data that the virus has, in fact, been isolated. There are other examples as well.
Blanket statements that the virus does not exist do not work with me unless accompanied by criticism and

Vaccine?
“I have read the sometimes
that the ‘flue vaccine’…

analysis of facts like those alleged in the above link.

Jerry Krause on The
Dishonesty of ‘Greenhouse
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Hi Ron and PSI
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Mathematicians, The
geometry of mat…

From the abstract to: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32237278/

Rick Williams on Irish
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“Results: A nasopharyngeal swab and sputum collected when the patient presented to

19 Does NOT Exist

hospital were each positive for SARS-CoV-2 (reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction).”

I love the dialogue here.

So, a PCR test which cannot be used as evidence of infection was used as evidence of

Actual discussion withou…

infection.

Josh on Irish Government
Admits: COVID-19 Does NOT

“Inoculation of Vero/hSLAM cells with material from the nasopharyngeal swab led to the
isolation of SARS-CoV-2 virus in culture. Electron microscopy of the supernatant confirmed
the presence of virus particles with morphology characteristic of viruses of the family
Coronaviridae.”

Exist
Unless the real Rob Oswald
can post this somewhere…
very old white guy on Dr

So, a coronavirus was found which looked like a coronavirus.
“Whole genome sequencing of the viral isolate and phylogenetic analysis indicated the isolate
exhibited greater than 99.99% sequence identity with other publicly available SARS-CoV-2
genomes.”
So, this coronavirus (which had never before been isolated) had ‘a greater than 99.99%
sequence identity with other publicly available…genomes’ of the same coronavirus which had
never before been isolated.

Fauci: America’s Symbol of
Anti-intellectualism
Had the cov2 been treated
like the flu it is Ameri…
David Stone CEng on Irish
Government Admits: COVID19 Does NOT Exist
Hi Sonny I have just scanned

This paper seems to be arguing in a desperately tight circle.

your paper, and it is…
David Stone CEng on Irish
Government Admits: COVID-
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Larry

This is most interesting,
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particularly as I cannot…
Chukwunwike Uyanne on Bill

They never purified this virus anywhere as you can see in this paper so not

Gates Admits COVID Vaccine

proven

Changes DNA, Now Doctors
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Exactly verbiage (data, discussion, etc.) would you require to be satisfied that
the virus has been isolated?
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Basically they have found a portion of your toe nail but
proclaimed they know exactly what you look like.
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Exactly the same respons Danish SSI gave to the people.
Afterwards they changed the story but have never laid out any documents.
They say that they trust that WHO have all the documents needed
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https://mra.asm.org/content/9/11/e00169-20
Any feedback on this would be great please.
I’ve seen too many relevavant scientists saying it has not been isolated
Not a sold out politician appointed ‘medical officer’ that’s for sure –
Copied
“I have a PhD in virology and immunology. I’m a clinical lab scientist and have tested 1500 “supposed”
positive Covid 19 samples collected here in S. California. When my lab team and I did the testing through
Koch’s postulates and observation under a SEM (scanning electron microscope), we found NO Covid in any of
the 1500 samples. What we found was that all of the 1500 samples were mostly Influenza A and some were
influenza B, but not a single case of Covid, and we did not use the B.S. PCR test. We then sent the remainder
of the samples to Stanford, Cornell, and a few of the University of California labs and they found the same
results as we did, NO COVID. They found influenza A and B. All of us then spoke to the CDC and asked for
viable samples of COVID, which CDC said they could not provide as they did not have any samples.
We have now come to the firm conclusion through all our research and lab work, that the COVID 19 was
imaginary and fictitious. The flu was called Covid and most of the 225,000 dead were dead through comorbidities such as heart disease, cancer, diabetes, emphysema etc. and they then got the flu which further
weakened their immune system and they died. I have yet to find a single viable sample of Covid 19 to work
with.
We at the 7 universities that did the lab tests on these 1500 samples are now suing the CDC for Covid 19
fraud. the CDC has yet to send us a single viable, isolated and purifed sample of Covid 19. If they can’t or
won’t send us a viable sample, I say there is no Covid 19, it is fictitious. The four research papers that do

describe the genomic extracts of the Covid 19 virus never were successful in isolating and purifying the
samples. All the four papers written on Covid 19 only describe small bits of RNA which were only 37 to 40
base pairs long which is NOT A VIRUS. A viral genome is typically 30,000 to 40,000 base pairs. With as bad as
Covid is supposed to be all over the place, how come no one in any lab world wide has ever isolated and
purified this virus in its entirety? That’s because they’ve never really found the virus, all they’ve ever found
was small pieces of RNA which were never identified as the virus anyway.
So what we’re dealing with is just another flu strain like every year, COVID 19 does not exist and is fictitious. I
believe China and the globalists orchestrated this COVID hoax (the flu disguised as a novel virus) to bring in
global tyranny and a worldwide police totalitarian surveillance state, and this plot included massive election
fraud.”
Reposted 12/10/20 Rob Oswald
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Hi Sonny
I have just scanned your paper, and it is obvious that there is a gross defect in the alleged
methodology of this analysis. I wonder what you think.
The paper extracts “sections of RNA” by means of several rRT-PCR amplifications (in a swab
sample which is likely to contain several different Corona viruses, which have many similar or
the same sequences) and the resulting mess reassembled into something which might be
something else! As I comment below, surely the starting point must be a pure sample of the
cultured virus, where most (at least) of the sample is a single genotype. This has to be a
ridiculous laboratory technique, with zero merit. I suppose its only advantage is speed which
has been exchanged for accuracy!
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Unless the real Rob Oswald can post this somewhere on the net, I would ignore this “post”. I
can’t find it posted anywhere else that isn’t natural news, a thoroughly untrustworthy site,
and a bunch of others who have reposted it from there.
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Tend to agree with Josh – compelling commentary posted by Sonny though no
provenance. Amazon has lots of these these in book form aka commercial
fiction – very believable with facts and details and places however like others
here have said – without the real Rob Oswald and documentation of the suit
against the CDC…caution is required.
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This is most interesting, particularly as I cannot understand how you sequence a genome unless you have
an entirely pure sample with nothing else lying about in the culture. Perhaps there is some “magic” way of
doing this with a single strand, but I rather doubt it. It is also clear that culturing this single strand does not
result in a larger quantity of virus, which is MOST peculiar but instead gives a larger quantity of an entirely
different Flu variant, which has then been sequenced properly.
Any reasonable person would conclude that Covid-19 is actually a known flu type, incorrectly identified, and
all the alleged “precautions” we all have to take are both unnecessary and there is actually only a fairly mild
flu pandemic (used correctly this term merely means that it is present in many countries). The problem is
this completely faulty, useless, incorrectly used, and mis-sold PCR test, which has no proper protocol and is
being cycled many many too many times (Ct max should probably be about 27) whereas some labs seem to
be cycling a batch until a large number of positives is achieved, possibly as many as 40 times. It is very
strange that the positive rate tracks the number of tests carried out, it suggests that if everyone were tested
the positive rate would be 1-3% of the population, all of them false. The total in the UK is already “indicating”
that a considerable proportion of the population has had the virus, yet it is difficult to find anyone who has
been properly ill. False hardly describes the situation we find ourselves in. Excess deaths at this point are
not very different from the average over the last 5 years, perhaps a bit higher but not a lot.
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I love the dialogue here. Actual discussion without ego tripping or name calling. Let’s please get the truth
out there. Thank you to every single person who is working to that end.
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